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About This Content

Bergsee (Mountain Lake) is found in the foothills of the Austrian mountains where the scenery is as spectacular as the fishing.
This isn’t where you would expect to find a lake but those that know about it know that this 15-acre venue holds some special

fish.

There are some lovely Carp up to 36lbs but this venue is famous for the size of its coarse species which can really grow on with
no catfish present. With Bream over 19lb and Tench over 14lbs, Bergsee holds some amazing specimens.

That’s not all – Bergsee also contains a brand-new species of fish for you to attempt to catch – the Perch, including two boss
Perch.

Key Features of this venue include:

Stunning scenery in foothills of Austrian mountains

27 new boss fish and 12 new achievements

Our biggest Bream, Tench and Roach so far

New species - Perch
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Title: Euro Fishing: Bergsee
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Fishing
Franchise:
Euro Fishing
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 64bit / 8 64bit

Processor: Quad-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card with 1 GB Video RAM: Nvidia Geforce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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i really enjoyed playing this game they just need to add few more levels. Crafting on the high seas! This Waterworld the movie
in game form. Conceptually i love this game, but it being in pre-release limits the content.
When the graphics engine was updated all of my buildings became broken. I had to craft a new base. Thankfully i like crafting.
Nonetheless it was still frustrating.
When more content gets added this game I will come back to this game. My hope is for more underwater exploration adventure.

Mostly good, but your attention could wane. Updates will fix this.. Very similar to angry birds. Think badger family in space. It's
all about the gravity and your propulsion jets. Good, but not really original. Get it cheep.. Game Is good, not the best but it is
good for gameplay and graphics.. Let's be clear, first. This isn't a game. This is a visual novel in the strictest sense of the term: a
story with graphics. There are no choices, no secret characters, no branching routes. There's a beginning, a bunch of porn, and
an ending. Given that, your mileage depends quite a bit on how much you enjoy that porn.

Not sure who the intended audience is here, but speaking as an unrepentant fujoshi, turns out it wasn't me. The art was pretty,
but heavily pixel-censored images killed the visual side, the squelching SFX were hilaaariously over the top, both traps were
very obviously voiced by women and the constant variations on "MC's magic p*nis is turning me female!" \/ "now that I've
tasted MC's magic c*m my existence centers around being his personal c*ck sleeve" was super, super tedious. I could go the rest
of my life without hearing the phrase "Ochin-chin miruku" again.

Again, YMMV. If the above sounds like your thing, enjoy.
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A great and fun game. A mix of team play with towerdefnse. Do expect few play rooms on each game but it's still fun to play
with old and new rookie and pros. Also it's real fun when you send yoru friend a nice ground zero or a head crab.. Great game!
Reminds me on Solomon's Key for NES. This one and the first are great games. Like a good book that you never want to end. I
only wish they were longer and more puzzles/levels. I hope there's more games like this in the future.. terribly excited over
trying this game, love indie horror.

full graphics settings, looks brilliant, control is awesome

see a phone, answer, hide in bathroom, chairs get thrown at me but my cat like reflexes allows me to dodge...go in office get the
passcode to the door

get to the door unharmed but notice some black cloud like clumps just around the corner

Face door, go to input the code, mouse will not clock the buttons no matter what I do. 4.5 hours is actually afk left myself
standing there, luckily these demons dont attack if you are away taking care of irl stuff...

restart, get stuck at same part, cannot input door code....

Watched walk through on youtube, Must have been fun, continued to look great throughout.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/UE0OnugEsmQ

A strange game about making you feel like an extra on Jurassic Park!
You have to survive the night in Raptor Valley without getting eaten by the raptors.....or the T-Rex.
The game is very dark and you only have a flash light for the first ten minutes of the game and then you get a flare gun.

Pros:
Fun
Can make you jump
Torch lighting is pretty good
Very cheap right now
Shooting Raptors with flares
Night sky looks good
Jump scares

Cons:
People sensitive to motion sickness might get a nasty suprise when you run away from the T-Rex
360 Room scale but not front facing
Creature models could be a bit better
Torch spread is a bit narrow

Yes this game has it flaws but for \u00a32.39 it could be a hell of a lot worse.
6.5\/10
. This game is basically bomberman if it was an actually good adventure game. I liked it enough to hunt all the achievements :). I
don't know if these other reviews are trolling, don't understand the platform, or what, but this delivers. This is just like sitting
around with your friends. Use discord to talk to each other and you are golden. Some people saying 'you have to get used to it',
but other then the basic stuff (adjusting the camera mainly), everything is drag and drop. Maybe since I am a computer guys this
was pretty intuitive, but I dont understand the other reviews complaints. This is even faster than most games as
shuffling\/drawing\/dealing is instant, there is no setup or put away, among a lot of other benefits.

I have NEVER experienced a game lasting longer on this platform than real life, its usually much shorter. You can try so many
board games for FREE and with friends from all over the country. Also instead of using steam, you can use most browers
directly from their website.. just complete the current version taking around five hours to do.
the art and music is fantastic.
the ship combat is great. only problem when you lose one of the ships that you cant buy there gone and can get it back.
the characters amazing.
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and i know its not finsihed but the only major problem is getting more ships,a few typos and the rumor options.
wish there was more in it but il just have to wait.
il be looking forward to the rest of the story .. This game is for those people who really have alot of patience and time. Overall, I
enjoyed the game, but it takes alot of time to play, as it is relatively 'sluggish'. That being said, I didn't really have the attention
span needed to stay focused. But combat is unique and does need a *bit* of strategy. As for the story, I didn't really play long
enough to get a good enough grip on the story (I don't think I ever made it out of town), but if it's anything like what I think it is,
it'll be great. I took it as a girl having to face her fears and try to overcome the pain of memories and such. If that IS indeed
what the story is, then I think this game has a lot of potential. But, as said, it's very slow. If you've got a lot of time to kill, have a
good amount of patience, and are looking for a game that isn't just about violence and racking up the most head-shots, then I
would definitely reccomend this game.
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